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1. The Inventor

Out for blood in Silicon Valley

A cautionary tale for founders

2. Operation Varsity Blues

The College Admission Scandals

Uncovers the fraud methods that helped rich and famous students to get into college.
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3. The Last Dance

Follows the iconic Chicago Bulls 1997-98 season, with Jordan leading the way.

4. The social Dilemma

Describes the repercussions of social media and the bad side of it.



5. Drive To Survive

Dives into the drama behind your favorite F1 racers and their teams.

6. Bad Boy Billionaires

Uncovers how the top business leaders and typhoons of India fell to a prey of greed, money and fame.

7. Untold : Malice at the place

Unveils the story of an infamous brawl that broke out between players of the Indiana Pacers & some fans.



8. Icarus

Discuss about the tale of the largest doping scandal



9. Extremis

It uncovers the extreme dilemma about human healthcare



10. The Game Changers

A UFC fighter unveils the ultimate diet for Human performance and health.

11. All or Nothing

Follows Manchester City behind the scenes in their Premier League winning, record-breaking '17-18 season.





12. The test : A new Era for Australia’s team

Shows the new Australian team as they comeback from the scandal of 2018

13. Becoming Warren buffet

A documentary of legendary Investor Warren Buffet about how he became Warren buffet.



14. Our Planet

A Documentary which highlights the impacts of climate changes and the world’s natural wonders.





15. Seaspiracy

This documentary will open your eyes about the severe environmental repercussions of fishing.



16. Shawshank Redemption

Two imprisoned men bond over a number of years, finding solace and eventual redemption through acts of common

decency. A great movie

17. Remember the titans

The true story of a newly appointed African-American coach and his high school team on their first season as a racially

integrated unit.



18. Forrest Gump

Forrest Gump, an innocent and kind-hearted Alabama boy, has been dealing with other people's unkindness nearly all his

life. A must watch movie.

19. Saving Private Ryan 

 

Forrest Gump, an innocent and kind-hearted Alabama boy, has been dealing with other people's unkindness nearly all his



life. A great movie of 1998





20. Slumdog Millionaire

The 18-year-old orphan, who grew up in Mumbai's slums and works as a chai wallah (tea server) in a call centre, is one

question away from winning the grand prize on the next episode of Who Wants to Be a Millionaire.





21. Inside Job

A movie that breaks down the 2008 financial crisis to much deeper detail.

22. Up

78-year-old Carl Fredricksen travels to Paradise Falls in his house equipped with balloons, inadvertently taking a young

stowaway. This is the best animated movie I’ve ever seen.



I hope that you've enjoyed reading. You can comments down below some more of the iconic movies.

If you find this valuable -

- Follow me @Hy_piyush for more insights on these topics daily.

- Retweet the first tweet to save this on your feed.

https://t.co/BfxxqlWWhr

20+ Must See Movies and Documentaries that can change your life for good.
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I write deep dive about these topics on my weekly newsletter. You can subscribe it, if you want, to never miss out any

high-signal content every week :

https://t.co/dccQSlkXUG
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